Adding a Completion Certificate to Articulate Storyline
Version 1.08 – GJW – May 1, 2013
Difficulty: Intermediate
Time to Implement: 20-60 minutes, depending on your experience and expertise with Articulate Storyline
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Introduction
This document shows how to use Articulate Storyline to add a Completion Certificate in an e-learning course with a final
quiz. On passing, learners can optionally print out the certificate. This solution allows you to customize and brand a
Completion Certificate to what you need, as opposed to using a stock LMS report or generic completion letter.

Design Recommendation
If your organization has special branding or design guidelines, follow them when creating the course and the certificate.

Working Example
If you work at 3M, you can see this solution working in a LMS.
1.
2.
3.

Go to the QA version of the Learn3M LMS – http://learnqa.3m.com/Saba/Web/Main
Search for and register for this course: Articulate Storyline Completion Certificate Demo
Launch and complete the course (it has a very easy final quiz). When you get to the Completion Certificate, note
that your name was pulled into it and that both a completion date and expiration date were added.

4.

If you later go to Learn3M QA and launch the completion, note the name and original date data are preserved.

Prerequisites for Developers
•
•
•

A good working knowledge of Articulate Storyline, especially triggers, variables and states.
You have an AICC, SCORM, or Tin Can course in Articulate Storyline ready to add a completion certificate to. Your
course uses a final quiz to determine completion and all your quiz questions and quiz results page are completed.
You have access to a Learning Management System (LMS) – this solution is only for use with a LMS and has only
been thoroughly tested with Learn3M (Saba), though it should work with many other LMS’s.

Note: The solution MIGHT be adaptable to courses outside of a LMS but the learner must always access them with
the same device so bookmarks are consistently saved locally on that device. Use of the solution in courses on a LMS
(as AICC, SCORM or Tin Can) is highly recommended as data gets saved in one location—the LMS itself—and can be
accessed with multiple devices by the learner.
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Source File
The Storyline source file for this document can be found here for reference. Unzip and open up the file in Storyline.

Options
•
•
•

•

A clip art image that you can use as a background in your certificate. The one used in the demo is from a clip art
service and cannot be shared.
A scan of a signature if you wish to add that to the certificate
This solution can be used with a course that has a final quiz to determine completion or with a course that allows
completion by the number of slides viewed. This how-to demo will use a course with a final quiz. See Appendix
D of this document for suggestions for courses with completion by number of slides viewed.
Date information can be added, like the date the course was completed or an expiration date for the training.
This how-to demo will have a certificate that has both a completion date and an expiration date.

Required Conditions and Assumptions
•

Bookmarking in Storyline needs to be always turned on. The learner will never be prompted if they want to
return where they last left off: they will always be returned to where they last left off. Due to the way variable
information is currently saved in Storyline, this must be the case.

•

If a course has a final quiz, and once the learner has passed it, you should prevent the learner from retaking the
quiz to prevent any possibility of variable information being changed later—however, you can still let the learner
review the quiz and how they answered it. This demo will show how to do that.

•

The Completion Certificate needs to have the option of being printed out. However, with different browsers and
devices, this can be problematic as things can differ. Having some good, generic help for printing is strongly
recommended but realize that you may not be able to cover every browser, device or situation.

•

Also, depending on the LMS, the learner may be able to go back and re-launch their completion and view or print
out the Completion Certificate again. Be sure you always test this out thoroughly, especially if you are not using
the Learn3M LMS (Saba).

Caveat
This solution has been tested on recent versions of the more popular browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, and
Safari). It is always remotely possible, especially with external learners, that their browser may not support the solution.

Standard Navigation
Except for some custom buttons, the solution is shown using standard navigation (i.e., the stock [Previous] and [Next]
buttons in the default player) in Storyline. Adapt accordingly if you are providing your own navigation. Some discussion is
included in Appendix C if instead you wish to provide your own navigation buttons throughout the course.
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Step 1: Turn on persistent bookmarking in the course
With your course open in Storyline, go to Home > Player:

When the “Player Properties - Storyline Player” window opens, click “Other.”

In the “Resume” area, for “On restart,” select “Always resume.”

Click [OK] to close the Player Properties window.
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Step 2: Add needed custom variables
You then need to add 5 or 6 custom variables to your course.
On the right side in Storyline, click the variables symbol underneath your list of triggers to bring up the Variables window.
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From the Variables window that comes up, click the “New Variable” icon to create a new custom variable.

After clicking the icon, you will see this:

For each new custom variable that you create, you will need to type in the name you want for the variable, select its type
(True/False, Text, or Number), and sometimes assign an initial value.
Some variable types (True/False and Number) require an initial value while the other type, like Text variables, can have an
initial value that is Null (or blank).
You will need to do this operation to create 5 or 6 new custom variables.
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Add the following 5 or 6 variables using the Variable Names, Types, and Values from the table below.
Note: Do not add the variable varExpirationDate if you will not be putting an expiration date on your Completion
Certificate.
Variable Name:

Type:

Value:

Purpose of Variable:

Required for
Certificate?

varCompleteDate

Text

(Null)

For recording as a text string (as
Storyline has no date/time variables
yet) the date the learner completed
the training.

Yes

varExpirationDate

Text

(Null)

For recording as a text string (again, as
Storyline has no date/time variables
yet) the date the training will expire for
the learner.

Optional—do not add
this if you do not
want an expiration
date on the
completion
certificate.

varLearnerName

Text

(Null)

For recording the learner’s name, as
recorded in the LMS, at the time they
pass the quiz.

Yes

varNewName

Text

(Null)

For JavaScript needs.

Yes

varPassedFlag

True/False

False

For recording that after the learner has
passed the quiz the first time to lock
data down to prevent unwanted
changes later.

Yes

varPassedQuiz

True/False

False

For recording that the learner has
passed the quiz.

Yes

If you need help additional help on adding or editing variables in Storyline, see these tutorials:
•
•

Adding true/false variables
Adding text variables
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After adding these custom variables, your Variables window in Storyline should look like this. The variables you just
added are highlighted below in yellow,

Click [OK] to close the Variables window.

Note: The variables above in the screenshot that begin with the word “Results” are variables Storyline automatically
generates when you add a Quiz Results slide. The number you see may vary with your quiz. Leave these and any other
variables Storyline generates itself alone and do not delete or edit any of them.

Note: If you are providing custom navigation buttons in the entire course (i.e., not using the stock [Next] and [Previous]
slide buttons in the player), including during quiz review, you also may need to add one more available. See Appendix C.
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Step 3: Add a slide introducing your final quiz
If you do not have one already, add a slide right before your first quiz question that introduces your final quiz. If you are
instead using a quiz bank for your final quiz in Storyline, have this slide before that also.
•
•
•
•

This slide will also be used as the first stop for learners who fail the quiz and want to re-take it—especially if you
are randomizing quiz questions.
For those who pass and come back, we will need a way to prevent them from re-taking the quiz (they will still be
able to review it from the Results slide) and we need this slide for that.
We also need to add some variable triggers and this requires a slide other than a quiz question slide.
It is usually good practice to introduce the final quiz and let learners know what they need to score to pass the
quiz and either how many questions are in the quiz or how long it make may take them to complete it.

On this slide’s properties, first make sure that you are not using the default [Next] slide button that moves to the first quiz
question. We will be using a custom button for moving to the first quiz question.

(If you need help with setting slide properties, see this tutorial.)
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Add some text to the slide to introduce the quiz. Also add a button to let the learner start the quiz.

(If you need help with adding buttons, see this tutorial. And if you need help with adding and editing triggers, see this
tutorial.)

To the [Start Quiz] button, add this trigger. (Your start button may have a different name. Adjust accordingly.)

Click [OK].
We will be returning to this slide later to add some additional triggers.
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Step 4: Create your Completion Certificate slide
A. After your quiz results page, create a new blank slide.

Or, if using a template, add an appropriate new slide with it.

B. If the slide has the default [Next] and [Previous] buttons showing in the player, edit your slide properties so those
buttons do not show on this slide, just like you did earlier for quiz introduction slide where you just removed the
[Next] button.
For this slide, remove both the [Next] and [Previous] buttons.

Access to this Completion Certificate slide will be only be via the Success layer on the Quiz Results slide, and
some other links that we can optionally add to slides.
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C.

Add a certificate-like background image or design your own background to the slide in Storyline. Size it to cover
the entire slide area.

D. Add a logo if needed. Be sure to follow your organization’s standards when adding a logo.
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E.

Add your desired text to the certificate slide. The variables that we added for learner’s name, the completion
date, and the expiration date are needed and will be in separate text boxes.
- For the learner name text box, add this text: %varLearnerName%
- For the completion date text box, add this text: %varCompleteDate%
- If you are using an expiration date, in its text box, add this text: %varExpirationDate%
As above, variable values in Storyline can be referenced and shown in text boxes by putting the variable name
between percentage signs (%) with no spaces between the percentages signs and the variable name.
Add the rest of the text that you need to complete your certificate. Change fonts if needed.

Note the text boxes containing %varCompleteDate% and %varExpirationDate%. Each has a period after the
variable reference. When using a reference to a variable in a text box, you can optionally add additional text,
spaces, and punctuation before or after the variable reference.
In this case, due to the font sizes, it was best to leave adding more characters to a minimum to insure the date
will fit in properly in each text box, as this certificate will have date information displayed as Day (e.g., Monday),
Month (e.g., May), Date (e.g., 21), and Year (2013).
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F.

(Optional): You can add a signature to the certification if needed.
Just scan the needed signature and bring it into Storyline as a graphic (e.g., PNG or JPG).
Size and place the signature graphic where you want it on your slide.
You may need to make the background of the signature transparent. With the graphic selected go to Picture
Tools: Format > Recolor > Set Transparent Color and make the background of the signature image as transparent
(i.e., click the mouse’s pencil icon on the color that you want be transparent).

Then any add needed text boxes or graphic elements to support the signature on the slide.
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Step 5: (Optional but recommended) Add buttons to the Completion Certificate
You should add some helpful buttons for the learner to the Completion Certificate—like a print button. (Note: If the
course will only be in Flash or the Articulate Mobile Player, you could consider instead adding the buttons to the top
menu bar; the top menu bar is not yet supported with HTML5 output).
For this demo, you add three buttons:
•
•
•

A Print button: Clicking this brings up the print dialog; however, this print may not work well in some browsers.
A Printing Help button: Clicking this button brings up some help for printing out that certificate and provides
some options when there are problems printing.
A Review The Training button: Clicking this button lets the learner go back and review the training if they wish.

To do this, create three buttons in Storyline and label them appropriately. We will be adding triggers to each button.
Also, it is good to rename the buttons in the Storyline timeline.
The button name is different than the text you put on the button. The button’s name on the timeline is something only
you see. So rather than seeing Button 1, Button 2 and Button 3 in the Timeline or in triggers, you can rename the buttons
to something more relevant to you, as the developer. Naming objects is helpful when creating triggers.
So, for this demo, you will be renaming the buttons (just double-click on the button name in the timeline to change the
names) to something like this: Printing help button, Review training button, and Print button.
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A. To the [Print] button you created, add this trigger to execute JavaScript.

Click the […] button in the Trigger Wizard to add the JavaScript. Add this JavaScript: window.print();
When done, it should look like this:

Click [OK] and then [OK].
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B. For the [Printing Help] button, we need to create the help content first.
In this example, we will use two lightbox slides for the help information. (For more on lightbox slides, see this.)
You can also do the same thing with layers or separate, “regular” slides. For this demo, you will use lightbox
slides for showing printing help.
Create a new scene for your lightbox slides.

Best practice: rename your scenes to something appropriate. From the Story View, just click on the default
scene title and change it to what you want.
Add two new slides to this scene.
Rename the first slide in Story View to be Printing Help Slide 1 and rename the second slide to be Printing Help
Slide 2.
(Note: It’s a good practice to always rename your slides. Even though the learner will not see these titles, it does
help you as a developer when you need to do certain operations that require you selecting the right slide.)
For each of these two new slides, customize their slide properties, so they have no [Next] or [Previous] buttons.
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C.

Format the slide background to what you want (if needed). Add a title also to both lightbox slides if you wish.

D. Then add some text like this example to the first lightbox slide.
1. If using a PC or laptop, try clicking the [Print] button on the certificate first.
2. Make sure you then print the certificate out in landscape mode.
3. Print the certificate out but leave the course and certificate slide open just in case there are issues.
Once the certificate prints out correctly, then close the course.
If the [Print] button does not work, or if the printed output is blank, then right-click on the certificate with
your mouse and select "Print" from the context menu that comes up. Or, if using a Windows device, click
[CTRL]-P to see if that method works.
If those do not work, then make a screen capture of the certificate and print that out.
If you are using an iPad, click [Next] below. Otherwise, click [Close] to exit this help and print out the
certificate.

Then add two buttons to this lightbox slide—one button to close the lightbox and one to move to the next slide.

To close the lightbox, add this trigger to the appropriate button:
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E.

To move to your second lightbox slide, add this trigger to the appropriate next slide button:

When done, your first lightbox slide may look something like this:

Now go to your second lightbox slide. Format the background and title appropriately.
As before add a [Close] button.
Instead of a [Next] button, add a [Previous] button with this trigger:
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Then add some help text to the slide like this example:
If using an iPad, you need a printer with AirPrint set up on your iPad to print directly.
If you do not have this, then capture a screen print of the certificate:
• Holding down the Home-button, press down the Sleep/Wake button, then release the Home button first (you
will hear a sound and see your screen flash).
• Please note that is very important to release first Home button, then the Power button. If opposite you will
send into sleep your iPad without shot of its screen.
• Go into your iPad Photos and find the screenshot of your certificate. Print out the certificate from there using
the method you use for printing from your iPad—or copy the screen capture to another device and print it out
from there.
Click [Close] to exit this help and print out the certificate.

When done, your second lightbox slide may look something like this:

If you need to add additional help information, add more slides and provide/adjust navigation between the
lightbox slides appropriately.
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F.

We now need to go back to your Completion Certificate slide and link in the printing help you just created and
have it launch into a lightbox slide.
Click on your [Printing Help] button . . .

. . . and add a trigger to your printing help button as below that will call up your first lightbox slide when clicked.
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Optional: Also add a slide trigger that will open up the lightbox slide automatically when the learner reaches the
Completion Certification slide. This can often be good to do. The learner sees the printing help first.
To do that, just add this trigger to the certification slide itself:

This will result in the learner seeing this when they first reach the Completion Certificate.

Closing the lightbox slide will then let the learner see the Completion Certificate.
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G. Provide a trigger for your [Review the Training] button.
On your completion certificate, select that button.

To the [Review the Training] button, add a new trigger. Make it a “Jump to slide” trigger that executes when the
learner clicks the button. Have the trigger go to the first slide in the course.

Click [OK] when done.
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H. For your completion certificate slide, you should now have a list of triggers like this:
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Step 6: Add buttons and text to your Quiz Results Slide
We now need to adjust the Quiz Results Slide.
In the lower right corner of your Storyline screen, note that the Quiz Results slide has three layers.

1.

The Base layer – the layer that you always see when you complete the quiz.

2.

The Success layer – the layer that overlays the Base layer and shows things that the learner only sees when
they pass the quiz.

3.

The Failure Layer – the layer that overlays the Base layer and shows things that the learner only sees when
they do not pass the quiz.

We will be moving some of the buttons on the Base layer and creating additional buttons on each of the layers. (If you
need to learn more about layers, see this tutorial. Be sure not to add or delete any layers to this slide.)
A. First adjust the Base layer.
On the Base layer, only have one button. This button lets the learner review how they answered the quiz.
This is good to have regardless if the learner passed or failed the quiz.
Have your base layer look something like this:
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To the [Review Quiz Attempt] button, make sure it has this trigger attached to it. (Your results slide may be
named differently.)

B. Now you need to add some buttons and triggers to the Success layer.
Go to the Success layer on the same slide. Make sure it has a [Review Course] button and a [Next Slide] button.
Also make sure that the text on the Success layer that tells the learner they have passed the course also instructs
the learner to go to the next slide if they need to print out a certificate.
After that, you should have something like this.

Remember, elements that are grayed out are elements on the Base Layer that by default are “seen through” to
the Success layer. You may want to align the buttons on the Success layer to the button on the Base layer.
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To the [Review Course] button on this layer, add this trigger. For “Slide:” make sure you select the beginning
slide in the course.

(Note: We will also need a [Review Course] button on the Failure layer. However that button requires two
triggers so we need to have separate [Review Course] buttons on separate layers.)

To the [Next Slide] button, add this trigger:
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C.

Now we need to add some buttons and triggers to the Failure layer.
Go to the Failure layer on the same Quiz Results slide.
Edit the message that learners see when they do not pass the final quiz.
Then make sure this layer has two buttons: one to retry the quiz and one to review the course (i.e., start over at
the beginning).
As before, elements on the Base layer appear grayed-out. Align elements on the Failure layer with those on the
Base layer.
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The [Retry Quiz] button needs two triggers (in this order). Make sure your button has both of them. Make sure
your “Results:” is your Quiz Results slide for the first trigger and that “Slide:” in the second trigger is the slide that
introduces your quiz.

Critical: The trigger on the button that moves to the beginning of the quiz MUST ALWAYS be the last one listed
for the button, as shown below.

This is because in any group of triggers for a button, any triggers listed after you move to another slide will not
execute. That is how Storyline works: any trigger that moves to another slide must always be listed last in its
group otherwise any trailing triggers in the group will not work.
In the image above, there are two triggers for Button 1. The trigger for moving to the slide “1.3 Final Quiz” is
properly listed as the last one in the triggers for that button.
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The [Review Course] button now needs two triggers.
Because the learner will be retaking the course and quiz over, you first need to reset the quiz so the learner can
try it again. Add this trigger below to the [Review Course] button and click [OK].

Your Results Slide number and name may differ. Be sure to select the Results Slide for your final quiz.
Then add the trigger below to move to the start of the course and click [OK]. Again, this trigger should be listed
last in the group of triggers for the [Review Course] button.

When done, you should see this in the Triggers window for the Failure layer:
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Step 7: Add triggers that adjust custom variables to your Quiz Results slide
You now need to add triggers to your Quiz Results slide that adjust many of the custom variables that you created earlier
to new values.
The Triggers on the Base layer and on the Failure layer of this slide are fine as is.
Go back to the Success layer. These triggers must only be applied to the Success layer.
The triggers you add now will be Layer Triggers. They will not be attached to any object like a button.
A. First add this trigger exactly as shown below. It flags that the learner has passed the quiz (since the only way one
can see the Success layer is if they have passed the final quiz).

B. Then add this second trigger to the Success layer.
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C.

Leaving this Trigger Wizard open, click its […] button.

In the JavaScript window that comes up, copy and paste in this JavaScript code. (This code extracts the learner’s
name from the LMS and assigns it to your varLearnerName variable.)
var player = GetPlayer();
var myName = lmsAPI.GetStudentName();
var array = myName.split(',');
var newName = array[1] + ' ' + array[0];
player.SetVar("varLearnerName", newName);

So your JavaScript window should now look like this. Click [OK].

You now must add two conditions to this Trigger. After doing this, the trigger will not execute unless the two
conditions you add are met.
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On the Trigger Wizard, click the Show Conditions link.

When the conditions area opens up, click the + sign to add a new condition:
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Add this to the condition using the dropdowns:

Click [OK].
Now click the + sign one more time to add another condition.
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Add this to the second condition using the dropdowns. Make sure “AND/OR” is set to “AND.”

Click [OK].
Your Trigger Wizard should now look like this:

Click [OK].
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In your Triggers area for your Quiz Result slide’s Success layer, you should now see this.
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D. Then add this third Layer trigger to the Success layer.
Add the trigger that executes JavaScript and has the exact same two conditions as the previous trigger had.

The only difference will be the JavaScript code that you add.
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Add this JavaScript code to the trigger. This trigger will record the completion date and assign it to your
varCompleteDate variable.
var d = new Date();
var weekday=new
Array("Sunday","Monday","Tuesday","Wednesday","Thursday","Friday","Saturday");
var monthName=new
Array("January","February","March","April","May","June","July","August","September","
October","November","December");
var dateVal=d.getDate().toString();
var delimeter=", ";
var delimeter1=" ";
var txtPostdate=""

var lDigit=dateVal.charAt( dateVal.length-1);
if (lDigit=="1"){
txtPostdate="st";
}else if(lDigit=="2"){
txtPostdate="nd";
}else if(lDigit=="3"){
txtPostdate="rd";
}else{
txtPostdate="th";
}

var
dateString=weekday[d.getDay()]+delimeter+monthName[(d.getMonth())]+delimeter1+dateVal
+txtPostdate+delimeter+d.getFullYear();
var player = GetPlayer();
player.SetVar("varCompleteDate",dateString);
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E.

So you should then see this after pasting in the code:

Click [OK].
(Note this JavaScript code can be modified to display the date information in different ways. See Appendix A for
a discussion of variations.)
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Your Trigger Wizard should look like this.

Click [OK] when done.
Your Results slide should now have this in its Success layer’s Trigger window:
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D. Now do this again but only if you want to have an expiration date on the certificate: add a new trigger that
executes JavaScript and has the exact same two conditions.
Again, the only difference will be the JavaScript code that you add. Add this JavaScript code to the trigger. This
trigger will calculate and record the Expiration date for the training and assign it to the varExpiration Date
variable.
The code below will assign an expiration date 365 days from the current day (see the second line below). If you
need a different length of time (in days) for calculating the expiration date, change the number 365 to the
number of days you need.

var d = new Date();
d.setDate(d.getDate() + 365); // add 365 days
var weekday=new
Array("Sunday","Monday","Tuesday","Wednesday","Thursday","Friday","Saturday");
var monthName=new
Array("January","February","March","April","May","June","July","August","September","
October","November","December");
var dateVal=d.getDate().toString();
var delimeter=", ";
var delimeter1=" ";
var txtPostdate=""
var lDigit=dateVal.charAt( dateVal.length-1);
if (lDigit=="1"){
txtPostdate="st";
}else if(lDigit=="2"){
txtPostdate="nd";
}else if(lDigit=="3"){
txtPostdate="rd";
}else{
txtPostdate="th";
}

var
dateString=weekday[d.getDay()]+delimeter+monthName[(d.getMonth())]+delimeter1+dateVal
+txtPostdate+delimeter+d.getFullYear();
var player = GetPlayer();
player.SetVar("varExpirationDate",dateString);
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E.

As before, click [OK] in the JavaScript window after you add the code. Your trigger wizard should look like this.

Click [OK].
And your Results slide’s success layer should now have this in its Trigger window:
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F.

We need to add one last trigger to the Quiz Results slide’s Success layer. Unlike the last one that you added for
expiration date, which was optional, this one is required.
Click the Add Trigger icon and create this trigger and select these values from its dropdowns.

This last trigger needs no conditions. Click [OK].
And your Results slide should now have this in its Trigger window:
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One critical thing: This last trigger that you added must be the last one listed in the group of Layer Triggers for
this slide layer.

How this works: In Storyline, triggers are executed in the order they are listed in this pane.
On this Success slide layer, in the Layer Triggers grouping, the variables for learner name, completion date, and
expiration date get set first. Then varPassedFlag variable gets set to true, which locks in the variable values for
the learner name, completion date, and expiration date variables from the conditions that we added to the three
previous triggers.
We need the variables for learner name, completion date, and expiration date to get set once (the first time the
learner sees the Success layer) and then preserved so they do not get changed later. We do not want the dates
to change once set.
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Step 8: Remove stock navigation on your Quiz Results slide
On your Quiz Results slide, you need to turn off the stock navigation. You have added buttons to this slide and its layers
to control navigation.
Go back to the Base layer for this slide and click the gears icon.

Turn off the [Next] and [Previous] buttons (de-select them) and then click [OK].
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Step 9: Make final adjustments to the slide introducing the quiz
You now need to go back to the slide introducing your quiz and make some final adjustments.

Once the learner has passed the quiz, you do not want them to re-take the quiz. (Note: they still can review quiz
questions and how they answered them from the button on the Quiz Results slide.)
To do this, you need to hide the [Start Quiz] button once the learner has passed the final quiz.
A. Add this trigger to the slide. Be sure you also add the condition. And make sure the Object of the trigger refers
to the slide itself—it must not be attached to the [Start Quiz] button.
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B. Once the learner has passed the final quiz, and is reviewing the course, they may get back to this slide.
With the [Start Quiz] button now hidden, and only the [Previous] slide button showing in the player (remember,
you removed the [Next] button from the player earlier), we need to provide some way for the learner to get back
to the Quiz Results slide or their Completion Certificate.
They are many ways to do this. For this demo, you will add a text box with links to the Quiz Results slide and to
the Completion Certificate.
Add a text box to the slide. Add text like the following and format the text box to appear as you like:
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With your mouse, highlight the text “Jump to your completion certificate.”

With text still highlighted, add a new trigger:

For “Slide:” make sure your trigger points to the slide in your course that has the Completion Certificate.
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After adding your new trigger, your slide text box should look something like this:

(Note: If you do not like the color of your hyperlinked text, see Appendix B on how to adjust that.)
Now, you need to add a hyperlink for reviewing quiz results.
In your text box, with your mouse, highlight the text “Or review your quiz results.” Make sure only this text is
highlighted.
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With text still highlighted, add a new trigger:

For “Slide:” make sure your trigger points to the slide in your course is the final quiz’s Results slide.

C.

Now, with your text box complete, you need to make sure it is not seen before the learner has passed the final
quiz.
To do that, select just the text box:

Then, click the “States” tab next to the Timeline window.
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Note that your text box is now set to display initially as “Normal.”

Change “Initial state:” to “Hidden” using the dropdown.
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D. So now this text box will be initially hidden. But we need to change it to “Normal” once the learner has passed
the final quiz.
To do this you need to add another slide trigger. Add this trigger and make sure it has this condition attached to
it.

Your text box may have a different name and your slide name (the Object) may have a different name. Adjust
accordingly.
Just make sure that the Object for the trigger is the current slide that you are on.
With this work done, your new text box will only show once the learner has passed the final quiz.

(Variation: Instead of using two text links, you can accomplish the same by using two buttons instead. If you do this, be
sure to add the same hide/reveal properties for the buttons as you do for the text box.)
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Step 10: Set revisiting property for certain slides
You have one last thing to do: certain slides need to have a specific revisiting property.

On these three specific slides, be sure the revisiting property is set to “Resume saved state”
•
•
•

The slide introducing the Final Quiz
The Quiz Results slide
The Completion Certificate slide

For quiz question slides, be sure to leave the revisiting property alone: leave it set to “Automatically decide.”
For other slides in the course, either accept the default setting or change it if needed for a certain reason.
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Step 11: Other considerations
Table of Contents Menu
If you are using the sidebar menu to display a table of contents for your course slides . . .

. . . then you probably should adjust what slides display in the sidebar menu of slides.
If you have not done so, review this tutorial on how to customize the sidebar menu and remove slides from view.
Using the techniques discussed there, you should remove the following slides from view in the sidebar menu of slides:
•
•
•
•

Any final quiz question slides (you still show the slide introducing your final quiz)
The results slide for the Final Quiz
The Completion Certificate slide
The slides used as lightbox slides for the printing help

Test, Test, Test
Never assume that by following the directions here the Completion Certificate will work properly each time.
Every time you implement the solution, be sure to test it out. You want to be sure that any variable information is getting
saved in the LMS and does not change from when the learner actually completed the course.
To properly test:
•
•
•

Be sure the course is properly set up in a LMS.
Complete the course and pass the final quiz. Make sure the learner name and dates display properly.
If the LMS permits it, go back to your completion a day or two later and re-launch the content. Confirm that the
dates and the learner name are still preserved.
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Appendix A: Modifying how dates display on the Completion Certificate
You can change how dates are formatted or displayed on the Completion Certificate.
Dates are formatted with JavaScript in this demo to this format: Full Day Name, Full Month Name, Day (number), Full
Year. Example: Monday, April 8, 2013.
You may wish to abbreviate the Day Name or Month name or maybe not use the Day Name or move elements around or
change punctuation between date elements.

To change how months are named, look in the JavaScript for this line:
var monthName=new
Array("January","February","March","April","May","June","July","August","Sep
tember","October","November","December");
Carefully change the month names to what you want. Do not delete a month. Do not change or delete any of the
punctuation. Make sure the months are in proper order.

You can do the same thing with Day Names in this line of the JavaScript:
var weekday=new
Array("Sunday","Monday","Tuesday","Wednesday","Thursday","Friday","Saturday"
);
Carefully change the day names to what you want. Do not delete a day. Do not change or delete any of the punctuation.
Do not reorder the days.

To change the order of how the date information appears and the punctuation between elements, look at this line:
var
dateString=weekday[d.getDay()]+delimeter+monthName[(d.getMonth())]+delimeter
1+dateVal+txtPostdate+delimeter+d.getFullYear();
By rearranging elements in this line, you can change the order date information is printed. You can even remove the day
name if you wish.
Doing this can be somewhat complicated. If you are not familiar with how JavaScript works, find someone who is and
have them reformat the date information for you.

One more thing: if you preview the course with Storyline, you will not see how any JavaScript-generated values display.
JavaScript working in preview or when published locally to your PC is not supported yet.
You have to publish the course and put it on a web server or in a LMS to see if the edited JavaScript displays properly.
And, obviously, the JavaScript that retrieves the learner name from the LMS will not display UNLESS the content is added
to a LMS and viewed from there.
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Appendix B: Changing the color of hyperlinked text
If you do not like the color of your hyperlinked text (say, you want traditional blue hyperlinked text), in Storyline go to
Design > Colors and then click “Create New Color Scheme.”
Your current color scheme will come up in the “Create New Theme Colors” window. This allows you to change many of
the colors in your color scheme.

Change the “Hyperlink” color using the dropdown to what color you want for any text in your course with hyperlinks.
Then give your new Custom Color Scheme a name that you want (and will remember if you wish to reuse the Color
Scheme later in another project) and then click [Save].
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Appendix C: Custom navigation considerations
If you are not using any of the stock navigation buttons in the player and instead are providing your own, you may or may
not need to make additional modifications.
If you are doing a hybrid approach for custom navigation, you may be able to stop here.
•

If you are using custom navigation buttons for your “regular” Storyline slides, BUT you are using the stock
navigation buttons for your final quiz questions (the [Submit], [Next], and [Previous] buttons in the player during
the quiz), then stop here. That may be a good approach as using custom navigation buttons for final quiz
question slides involves more work so the custom navigation buttons only appear when reviewing the quiz and
your [Submit] button does not appear at the same time.

So ONLY IF you also want to provide your own [Submit], [Next] and [Previous] buttons for final quiz questions then
proceed on. Again, you have to account for is providing navigation when the user is reviewing the quiz (i.e., seeing how
they answered final quiz buttons and if the answers were correct or incorrect).
In that case, do the following:
•

Add an additional variable—call it varCompletedQuiz—to track if the learner has completed the quiz, regardless if
they passed or not. Make this a True-False variable with an initial value of “False.”

•

On your Quiz Results slide—and make sure you put this on the Base layer only—add a trigger to change
varCompletedQuiz to “True” when the Base layer first displays.
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•

Then go the slide that introduces your final quiz. To the [Start Quiz] button, add this trigger.

Make sure this trigger is then listed above the trigger that starts the quiz in the group of triggers for the start quiz
button. This must be done like following.
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•

Since you are providing your own navigation, make sure each final quiz question has its own [Submit] button.

One nice thing about this is that you can position the [Submit] button near the question answers. Less mouse
movement for the learner is often desirable, especially in long quizzes.
Make sure each of these custom [Submit] buttons has just this trigger.
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•

When providing your own navigation, each final quiz question slide should have these properties:

•

Add your own [Next] and [Previous] buttons to each final quiz question. This is needed for quiz review. Without
them, and you are not using the stock [Next] and [Previous] player buttons, the learner will get “stuck” in quiz
review: they will get to the first question when reviewing and be unable to move forward or back.
Remember that in quiz review, Storyline adds a colored bar of information at the bottom of each question:

. . . so you need to position your custom [Next] and [Previous] buttons to be above these bars. They should be in
a logical, consistent place on the slide in the same location that does not block any question text or answers.
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•

Then to each final quiz question slide, you need to add two triggers: one that hides your custom [Next] button
and one that hides your custom [Previous] button when learners are taking the quiz: you only want these
custom buttons to appear when the learner is reviewing the questions after taking the final quiz.
So for each final quiz question slide that your custom [Next] button is on, add a slide trigger like this:

•

Then add a similar slide trigger to the [Previous] button on each final quiz question.

•

Last, you want to be sure your custom [Submit] button, does not appear when the learner is reviewing their final
quiz results. Add this trigger to each custom [Submit] button:
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Appendix D: Completion by number of slides viewed
You can use a Completion Certificate in a course with completion by number of slides viewed.
You will need to create these custom variables (discussed earlier):
•
•
•
•
•

varCompleteDate
varLearnerName
varNewName
varPassedFlag
VarExpirationDate (only if you are providing this date on your completion certificate)

For this to work, on the Completion Certificate slide itself, you need to add two-to-three triggers to the base layer like
these examples:

•
•
•

To one trigger, add the JavaScript that retrieves the learner name from the LMS
To one trigger, add the JavaScript that adds the completion date
IF you are using the expiration date on your completion certificate, add (and possibly adjust) the JavaScript that
computes an expiration date based on the date the course was first passed.

Critical: Make sure these are all slide level triggers on the Base layer of your Completion Certificate slide.
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Then you need to add the trigger that helps lock this data in.

As before, this trigger must be listed after the previous to-to-three JavaScript Slide triggers:
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Other Considerations:
If you are using a side menu in your course, be sure to remove the Completion Certificate slide from view in your table of
contents (which was discussed earlier).
Since viewing or printing out of the Completion Certificate may be an option, you may not want to include viewing that
slide in the number of slides required to earn a completion.

When doing completion by number of slides viewed, you should also do one of two things:
•

Restrict navigation so learners can only move sequentially through a course. That way, by the time the learner
has reached the Completion Certificate, they have passed the course.
The easiest way to do this is not have the side menu table of contents in the course: learners cannot “skip” ahead
and possibly miss viewing many slides.
If you are using the side menu table of content, and you are publishing just to Flash, you can restrict navigation in
the player.
Note: If publishing the course includes support for HTML5 (e.g., iPad users will need to view the HTML5 version
in a LMS), restricted navigation is not yet supported for HTML5 when using the side menu.

•

If you are not restricting navigation, and you are using the side menu table of contents, then this is suggested:
o

You need to track with variables the pages that the learner has viewed. (This how-to will not cover how
to do that.)

o

On the slide before the Completion Certificate, show one of two messages:


If the learner has viewed enough pages, show a “congratulations you have completed the
course” message, along with a button to move to the next slide with the Completion
Certificate.



If the learner has not viewed enough pages to merit completion, do not show the
congratulations message and do not provide a way to move to the next slide with the
Completion Certificate.
Instead show a message that only appears when the learner has to view more slides that tells
them (a) they did not complete the course yet and (b) they have more slides to view. Consider
including a button back to the start of the course.
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Appendix E: Adding the Completion Certification to another course
Once you have added this Completion Certificate in one course, and it works successfully with a LMS, you have three
options if you want to add a Completion Certificate to a new course:

•

Option 1: Repeat all the steps here and add the solution to your new course.

•

Option 2: Create a copy of your first course and use that as the start for your new course. Replace content slides
with new versions. If the course has a final quiz, edit the questions to become new questions and then add or
subtract questions, and then adjust the Quiz Results page options appropriately. Make other changes as needed.

•

Option 3: In your new course, if it also has a final quiz, import three slides from the previous course:
o The slide introducing the quiz
o The Quiz Results slide
o The Completion Certificate slide
After you import the slides, some triggers may be broken in the slides you imported (i.e., elements will be in red
text that are broken in the Trigger window).
Fix all broken triggers and be sure to adjust the Quiz Results slide to include your new quiz slides and other
options.
Be sure to edit the text on your completion Certification to reflect the new course.
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